
Welcome to the launching 
workshop of the METREX Expert 
Group on Metropolitan Climate 
Challenge (18 May 2022)!

The low carbon cities and metropolitan areas of tomorrow must be planned today. 
The new METREX Expert Group on Metropolitan Climate Challenge aims to strengthen 
metropolitan and regional cooperation on climate change and to create a platform 
for climate change issues relevant for METREX regions. 

The group will combine strategic spatial planning and climate change expertise, 
so we hope that representatives in these fields from METREX regions will be widely 
involved in the group.

The group is initiated by the Gothenburg Region, Region 
Stockholm and Helsinki-Uusimaa, and it is currently coordinated 
by Helsinki-Uusimaa.

METREX members are invited to join the group’s launching workshop at the 
Turin Spring Conference and online on the 18th of May, 12:00-13.30 CET. In 
the workshop, ideas and expectations for the group’s work and topics will 
be discussed.

To ensure proper arrangements, we request that you register for the workshop. 
Please note that you can participate on site in Turin or online.  
Use this link to register (online or on-site in Turin). 

Due to technical restrictions, to create a ’hybrid’ meeting, we 
anticipate that every participant will need to bring a laptop and 
log in to a Teams meeting.

If you cannot participate in the workshop but still wish to give input to the workshop 
or be added to the group’s mailing list, please contact Liisa Perjo, coordinator at 
Helsinki-Uusimaa Regional Council, liisa.perjo@uudenmaanliitto.fi. 

More information about the expert group will soon be available at the 
METREX website.

Looking forward to learning together on how metropolitan regions can 
meet climate challenges!

Are our current plans 
transformative enough?

IPCC and 
urban planning?

How to support socially just 
urban climate transition?

Can we reach our ambitious 
metropolitan climate goals, 

and do we know what we 
have to do?

https://link.webropolsurveys.com/EP/2033DC7420260DA2
mailto:liisa.perjo%40uudenmaanliitto.fi?subject=

